Homework 1 and 2

HW 1 — Due: Wednesday 1/6 at 11:59pm

Complete the following problems. Submit the first one by email. The second is “submitted” automatically once you share with me; just be sure that you’re logged in while working on these problems.

1. (3 points) Email me the identifier on your clicker. (It’s the code on the bottom of the back side.) I will take this problem late, but be sure to send it so that you can get credit (for your clicker work as well as this homework...).

2. (12 points) Go to the Java section of codingbat.com and add me as your teacher (in preferences, share with dbunde@knox.edu). Then complete the following problems:
   • At least 2 problems you haven’t done from the Arrays-2 group
   • At least 2 problems you haven’t done from the String-2 group

Any problems you completed since 12/1/15 will count toward this. If you complete all the problems in any category, you automatically get credit for the problems in that category even if you completed them before the term.

HW 2 — Due: Friday 1/8 at 11:59pm

Complete the following problems. Submit the first on paper or via email. As above, the second is submitted automatically and you don’t need to do it if you’ve already completed the entire category of problems.

1. (7 points) Write a 1 page essay describing your interest in computer science or computing. (What would you like to be able to do with your computing skills? What do you find most interesting about the field or what you’ve learned so far?) There isn’t a correct answer and it doesn’t have to be highly formal, but do proofread for spelling, grammar, etc.

2. (15 points) Complete the following additional codingbat problems:
   • At least 1 more problem you haven’t done from the Arrays-2 group
   • At least 1 more problem you haven’t done from the String-2 group
   • At least 3 problems you haven’t done from the Arrays-3 group